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Intensive Communication Unit, is a fully integrated digital and production company for all forms of films including ad 

films, documentary films, promotional films, technology films, brand related films, training films, story, visuals, scripting 

and content creation, entertainment and related businesses.

Our commercial film production company aims to bring about fresh concepts that are packaged to evoke a response 

and entice our audience, to keep up with the competitive nature of the industry. Brands are always in the search for 

something new - be it a trend, a new perspective, or an overall concept that has never been made before, and we at 

Intensive Communication Unit.- One of the leading Ad film production houses, seek to go above and beyond your 

expectations. Our corporate film and video makers are professionally equipped with the crème de la crème of modern 

tools and gadgets that produce high-resolution quality videos.

   Our Services:

• Content + Social Strategy               • Brand Voice + Messaging

• Campaign Development                   • Motion Graphics + Animation

• Live Action + Photography              • Copywriting + Concepting

• Video Editing + Post                         • Website + E-commerce
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Watch 
Our 

Showreel
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Branding
Voice &
Identity

Brand Stories 
Delivered with 

Passion

Corporates sharing their journeys 

revealing how they create the 

products or, explaining how to use 

their services/products

we consolidate your brand’s image 

into a direct and effective 

communication reaching your target 

groups.
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Brand Stories 
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Digital Drives 

For Real Impact

Showcasing your products in ambient 

environments sharing experiences around 

your brand or, simply disseminating useful 

information web-series is a simple yet 

powerful means of connecting you to your 

target group - an ideal way of keeping in 

touch with your TG.
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Digital Drives 
For Real Impact
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Getting your

TG to like you

Making  your social persona more social using 

social media to give your brand a ‘likable’ presence 

to stay at the top of their feed & hearts

We know how challenging it can get to harp about 

your on sm. Therefore. We design communications 

that just makes it go down gently and makes your 

partons converse, engage and love thy brand!
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A Good Design 
Goes Real Far

Adverting in a magazine, a newspaper or a 

hoarding a brand identity, logo, a brochure 

or a booklet or, designing of your product's 

packaging  design speaks of quality, of a 

thought gone in and the fact that you not 

only understand but also care. Good designs 

open all doors.
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Design
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A Good Design 

Goes Real Far
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It Sounds Louder 
From The 

Horse’s Mouth

Getting your employees to share for 

an evp letting your customers 

describe how they feel or, making 

experiences out of your branding 

exercise
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Digital
Experiential

It Sounds Louder 
From The 

Horse’s Mouth
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Websites

A Great Website is 
Like The 

Corner Showroom

Whether it is a means to tell about 

your offerings a place to sell your 

products or, a mere informative site it 

is crucial that the websites look good, 

are easy to navigate and interesting 

enough to engage. Your website is a 

face to your existence.
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A Great Website is 
Like The 

Corner Showroom

WWW.CARRIERMIDEAINDIA.COM

WWW.KOBESHOX.COM

WWW.BREATHEEASYLABS.COM
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